We have measured the spectral density of the 1/f voltage noise in currentbiased resistively shunted Yosephson tunnel ]unctions and dc SQUIDs. A theory in which fluctuations in the temperature give rise to fluctuations in the critical current and hence in the voltage predicts the magnitude of the noise quite accurately for ]unctions with areas of about 2 x 1 0 4 i~m z, but significantly overestimates the noise for ]unctions with areas of about 6 tzm 2. D C SQUIDs fabricated from these two types of junctions exhibit
In Section 3 we outline a theory that relates critical current fluctuations to the voltage noise across a SQUID. In Section 4 we summarize measurements of 1If noise in five different types of SQUIDs, and compare the values for two of them with the values expected if the noise were to arise from critical current fluctuations. Section 5 describes two measurement techniques for a SQUID in which the bias current and applied flux are modulated with a square wave. These experiments enable one to distinguish between 1/f noise arising from critical current fluctuations and that arising from fluctuations in flux from some other source. Section 6 contains our conclusions.
l [ f NOISE IN SINGLE J U N C T I O N S
We summarize briefly the temperature fluctuation model for 1/f noise in single resistively shunted Josephson junctions and compare its predictions with our measurements.
